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BRIGHTLINE FLIGHT BAGS
BRIGHTLINE FLEX B4 SWIFT - ECHO

The B4 SWIFT-ECHO makes a perfect VFR Flight 
Bag for Airline Captains as there is room for one or 
two headsets, one or two iPad, a full-sized water 
bottle, plus all the small stuff you’ll want along for 
the ride. The B4 SWIFT-ECHO includes our unique 
Main Handle J-Hook that is designed to fit onto 
the J-Hook of most rolling suitcases. It also serves 
as an unbeatable carry-on personal bag when 
traveling on commercial flights, or just as a terrific 
daily bag for a wide variety of personal and profes-
sional uses. The B4 consists of the POCKET CAP 
FRONT, CENTER SECTION 4, FLAT CAP REAR, 
along with two Side Pockets, Echo and Charlie. It 

also includes the MHJ and SS. It does NOT include a SLIM HANDLE KIT. 
If you ever think you’d like to remove the CS4 and zip just the two End Caps 
together to make the B0 SLIM, you’ll need to make sure you also order an 
SLIM HANDLE KIT. ......................................P/N 13-21547 .........$199.75

BRIGHTLINE FLAT CAP FRONT
The FLAT CAP REAR attaches to the Rear 
Surface of all Center Sections as well as directly 
to a Front End Cap.
The FLAT CAP REAR module offers one flat 
pocket on the outside, and one flat half-height slip 
pocket on the inner surface of the module. The 
primary outer pocket is accessed from the top 
and has a cover flap that is secured with Velcro. 
This where you’ll likely store your iPad (as long as 
it’s not in a thick case), or a manilla folder or two 
for some documents, or a magazine.
 P/N 13-21550 ...........$30.00

BRIGHTLINE FLEX B7 FLIGHT - ECHO
The B7 FLIGHT is perhaps the most useful flight 
bag ever designed. It’s a fact that some days you 
need more gear than others. The B7 lets you 
carry a full set of flight gear for cross country and 
basic IFR flight. And then it lets you downsize to a 
smaller bag for those days when you’re just going 
to take a quick VFR flight.
The B7E consists of the POCKET CAP FRONT, 
CENTER SECTION 4, FLAT CAP REAR, along 
with two Side Pockets, Echo and Charlie. It also 
includes the MHJ and SS. It does NOT include a 
SLIM HANDLE KIT. If you ever think you’d like to 

remove the CS4 and zip just the two End Caps together to make the B0 
SLIM, you’ll need to make sure you also order an SLIM HANDLE KIT.
 P/N 13-21548 .........$249.00

BRIGHTLINE CENTER 
SECTION TWO - TALL

The CS2-Tall is designed for carrying 15” laptops, 
iPads etc.
This center section is 15” x 10.5” x 2” and it can 
attach to all of the FLEX System modules includ-
ing other center sections.
This item does not include a Main Handle or 
Shoulder Strap. If building a custom bag, make 
sure your order includes one or both.
The CS2-Tall can be used in any configuration 
and is not designed to be used by itself due to 
the possibility of damaging the exposed zippers. 
You will always want to have something (either 
another module or an End Cap) zipped onto both 
sides of the CS2-Tall to protect the zippers.
 P/N 13-21551 ...........$46.00

BRIGHTLINE FLEX
B-ZERO SLIM

The B0 SLIM is obviously the thinnest possible 
FLEX SYSTEM configuration. The “iPad bag” 
because works so well as an ultra-thin computing 
and personal bag - a “man purse” if you will.
The B0 is simply the POCKET CAP FRONT and 
the FLAT CAP REAR modules zipped together. 
It has no definable interior storage dimensions 
since it is just two End Caps put right against 
each other, but the flexible nature of the parts 
allows one-half inch to three-quarters inch of flat 
items to fit inside between the modules.
 P/N 13-21546 .........$120.00

BRIGHTLINE CENTER 
SECTION THREE

The Center Section Three offers 3 inches of 
storage and easily carries 13” laptops, some 14” 
laptops, tablets as well as documents, folders, 
clipboards, etc.
There is one small accessory pocket on the 
side panel, accessible with a vertical zipper. It’s 
a good size for pens, markers, highlighters, or 
spare reading glasses.
The Main Compartment of the CS3 has locking 
zipper sliders. ..........P/N 13-21552 ...........$46.00

BRIGHTLINE POCKET CAP REAR
PCR: The POCKET CAP REAR module offers 
a variety of pockets organized into three “main” 
pockets, each one with two “secondary” pockets, 
for a total of nine small pockets on the Rear 
panel. There is also a flat half-height slip pocket 
on the inner surface of the module where you can 
stow an important document or two.
The key benefit of this PCR module is that you 
can put a second set of exterior pockets on the 
Rear of your bag, to go along with the ones that 
you already have on the Front of your bag. More 
pockets - More organization.
 P/N 13-21549 ...........$58.00

BRIGHTLINE CENTER 
SECTION FOUR

The Center Section Four offers four inches of 
storage depth and comes with a divider shelf 
attached to the side walls of the main compart-
ment with Velcro. This shelf can be positioned 
right where you need it or removed for full access 
storing one or two headsets or GPS.
This item does not include a Main Handle or 
Shoulder Strap. If building a custom bag, make 
sure your order includes one or both.
The interior of the CS4 is 13.5” tall, 10.0” wide, 
4.0” deep. ................P/N 13-21553 ...........$58.00

Description Part No. Price
Brightline Main Handle 13-21554 $9.00
Brightline Main Handle - Jhook 13-21555 $8.95
Brightline Shoulder Strap 13-21556 $11.00
Brightline Adapter Loops (2) 13-21557 $5.00
Brightline Adapter Kit 13-21558 $14.00
Brightline D3 Clips (4) 13-21559 $9.00
Brightline Slim Handle 13-21560 $7.00

BRIGHTLINE ACCESSORIES
Description Part No. Price

Brightline Slim Handle Kit 13-21561 $214.00
Brightline Array 4 X 3 - Short 13-21562 $6.50
Brightline Array 4 X 3 - Tall 13-21563 $7.50
Brightline Array 6 X 3 - Short 13-21564 $7.50
Brightline Array 6 X 3 - Tall 13-21565 $8.50
Brightline Array 6 X 4 - Short 13-21566 $8.50
Brightline Array 6 X 4 - Tall 13-21567 $9.50
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